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Evolution by natural selection includes two main steps: the
generation of heritable variations (e.g., mutations) and the
differential proliferation of the variants in the environment.
When the neo-Darwinists synthesized a modern view of natu-
ral selection and genetics in the early 20th century, they spec-
ified a simplifying assumption that Darwin (12) had not: that
the rates of formation of mutations would be independent of
exposure to selective environments (e.g., see reference 47).
Thus, evolution, and the mutations driving it, should be con-
stant and gradual. That some spontaneous mutations form
independently of interaction with the environment is certainly
true (42, 46, 52; see also many subsequent papers). These form
before an organism encounters a selective environment, with a
definable relationship to cell divisions (“growth-dependent
mutations”), probably because many result from DNA repli-
cation errors. However, work with several microbial assay sys-
tems indicates the existence of additional mutation pathways
that appear to be induced in response to the environment
(reviewed in references 16, 58, and 60). These mutation mech-
anisms, called stationary-phase or stress-induced mutation, op-
erate specifically under growth-limiting stress and may some-
times produce mutations that confer a growth advantage in the
growth-limiting environment, called adaptive mutations. The
problem is, are they really something different from growth-
dependent mutations?

WHICH MODEL?

Three general models for the origin of apparent adaptive
mutations have garnered intense interest because of their evo-
lutionary implications (reviewed in references 10, 16, 58, and
60). Directed mutation (DM) models suggested the provoca-
tive possibility that mutations might be targeted specifically to
those that relieve the stress (e.g., see reference 9), an idea
tinged with Lamarckism. In hypermutation (HM) models, mu-
tation rates increase genome wide in response to stress, stim-
ulating both nonadaptive and adaptive mutations (e.g., see
references 25, 53, 58, and 70 and see also references 13 and
55), in harmony with Darwinism but appearing incompatible

with the neo-Darwinist constraint of constant, gradual evolu-
tionary change (implying constant mutation rates) (e.g., see
reference 47). Cryptic-growth (CG) models specify constant
mutation rates (in accordance with the neo-Darwinist con-
straint) but that extra DNA replications (not observed by the
investigator) in rare growing cells give the appearance of en-
hanced mutation under stress and even of mutagenesis tar-
geted to selected genes (e.g., see references 2, 23, 34, 43, 44,
and 54). These general models, and the evolutionary conse-
quences, can be distinguished by elucidating the molecular
mechanism(s) of the mutagenesis. In their simplest form, CG
models predict mutation mechanisms identical to those of
growth-dependent mutation, whereas DM and HM models
predict different mechanisms of mutation, one directed pref-
erentially to selected genes (DM models) and the other affect-
ing many genes (HM models).

MANY MECHANISMS AND HYPERMUTATION AS A
GENERAL STRATEGY

No single mutational mechanism underlies the many cases
of stationary-phase mutations reported for different bacteria
and for yeasts. A variety of molecular mechanisms that appear
different from growth-dependent mutation are implicated
(though some similarities in the stationary-phase mechanisms
are becoming apparent) (reviewed in references 16, 58, and 60;
see also references 32 and 33). This discourages CG models for
these systems. Implying that HM is a general, multimechanism
strategy of bacteria, the vast majority of 787 natural isolates of
Escherichia coli from diverse habitats worldwide display vari-
able levels of increased general mutability under starvation (3).
(CG models are unlikely to be responsible for the appearance
of increased mutation frequencies in the starved, aging colo-
nies in this assay because, for the small number of strains in
which the genetic requirements of stress-induced mutation was
examined, these differed from the genetic requirements for
growth-dependent mutation in those strains [3, 67], arguing
against standard growth-dependent mutation mechanisms hav-
ing occurred.) Additional data suggest that HM mechanisms
speed evolution in the real world, regardless of whether HM
mechanisms were selected for that group benefit or as an
incidental by-product of error-prone DNA metabolism pro-
cesses selected for other reasons (3). Thus, HM appears to be
a general bacterial strategy.
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THE E. COLI Lac SYSTEM

The most mechanistic information is known about the E. coli
Lac frameshift-reversion system (8), for which HM models (e.g.,
see references 41, 45, 58, and 69) and CG models (e.g., see
references 2 and 34) are currently under debate. In this assay,
cells in which the chromosomal lac operon is deleted and
which carry the lacIZ33 �1 frameshift allele on an F� conjuga-
tive plasmid are plated on minimal lactose medium, selecting
Lac� frameshift reversion mutants (8). Growth-dependent
Lac� revertants formed before plating are visible as colonies
by about 2 days of incubation (Fig. 1). Additional Lac� colo-
nies arise over the next several days (Fig. 1) from a population
of cells showing no net growth (8). These are adaptive mutants
formed after exposure to the lactose starvation medium (8, 30,
50).

POINT MUTANTS AND AMPLIFIED
ADAPTIVE Lac� COLONIES

Two distinct classes of adaptive revertants are seen (Fig. 1):
compensatory frameshift revertants (Lac� point mutants) (19,
61) and strains carrying gene amplification of the leaky lacIZ33
allele as 20 to 50 tandem copies of 7- to 40-kb, F�-carried
repeats (lac-amplified clones) (30). These allow growth on
lactose medium without a compensatory frameshift mutation
(30; see references 2, 18, 36, and 68 for previous descriptions of
lac amplification). Although rare initially, lac-amplified clones
constitute �40% of new colonies from day 8 onward, a major
adaptive outcome in this system (30).

DIFFERENT MECHANISMS EXCLUDE SIMPLE
CRYPTIC-GROWTH MODELS

Whereas simple CG models predict the same mutation
mechanism(s) for growth-dependent and adaptive reversions,
DM and HM models predict different mechanisms. Both the
point mutations (19, 61) and amplifications (30) are different
from growth-dependent Lac� reversions (19, 61) and form via
different mechanisms (see below) arguing against simple CG
models. For point mutation, DM models are untenable be-
cause mutations accumulate in genes other than lac (5, 17, 24,
57, 70; discussed below), whereas HM models are supported by
many aspects of the mutation mechanism as follows.

POINT MUTATION MECHANISM: ERROR-PRONE DNA
DOUBLE-STRAND-BREAK REPAIR IMPLICATED

The proteins for double-strand-break repair by homologous
recombination are required for adaptive and not growth-de-
pendent Lac frameshift reversions (22, 28, 29). We suggested
that error-prone repair of DNA double-strand breaks or ends
could generate adaptive point mutants (28).

F-transfer proteins, but not conjugative transfer of the F�
plasmid, are also required for point mutation (20, 21, 23).
Single-strand nicks made at the transfer origin could lead to
high levels of double-strand ends on the F� plasmid, promoting
Lac� reversion by error-prone repair there (22, 40, 56, 59).
Supporting this idea, double-strand-break-repair-protein-de-
pendent mutations also accumulate in the E. coli chromosome
(5) but at a roughly 20-fold lower frequency than in the F�
plasmid (17). This suggests that the same mechanism operates
in both places but is more active in F�, probably because fre-
quent single-strand nicks yield more double-strand breaks and
ends there (5, 59). (Repair by homologous recombination
should be available even to stationary-phase cells, roughly 40%
of which contain more than one chromosome [and the fraction
with more than one F� plasmid is likely to be higher] [1].
Duplicated genome segments are also reasonable candidates
for partner DNA for homologous double-strand-break repair.)
But double-strand ends also arise in the chromosome and must
be repaired there (e.g., see reference 11). We suggest that dur-
ing starvation stress, a mutagenic stress response leads to their
repair being error prone, promoting mutation (5) as follows.

SOS RESPONSE, ERROR-PRONE DNA POLYMERASE,
AND DECREASED MISMATCH REPAIR

PROMOTE POINT MUTATION

A salient feature of HM models is that they propose stress
responses that increase the general mutation rate specifically
during the stress. The classical mutagenic stress response of
E. coli is the SOS DNA damage response (66). SOS induction
is required specifically for adaptive (and not growth-depen-
dent) point mutation (8, 48) as is the SOS-regulated, error-
prone DNA polymerase DinB (Pol IV) (14, 49, 51). DinB is
responsible for �85% of the point mutations (49). Neither
SOS nor DinB is required for adaptive amplification (49). Also
contributing to general HM in the point mutation mechanism,
the postreplicative mismatch repair system becomes limiting
transiently during adaptive mutation (27; but also see refer-

FIG. 1. Adaptive point mutation and adaptive gene amplification
are separate outcomes that arise with different kinetics. Point mutants
have compensatory frameshift reversions in the lac gene (19, 61) and
also carry high frequencies of other mutations genome wide (24, 57,
70). lac-amplified clones carry 20 to 50 tandem repeats of 7- to 40-kb
DNA segments spanning the leaky lac frameshift allele, which allow
growth on lactose medium without a compensatory frameshift muta-
tion (30). lac-amplified clones do not carry high levels of extra muta-
tions genome wide (30). Shown is a cumulative plot. The lac-amplified
clones comprise typically �40% of new colonies from day 8 onward
(30). Data are from reference 30.
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ences 15 and 26). This could be caused by mismatch repair
being overwhelmed by excess DNA polymerase errors (27)
made by DinB (14, 49). However limiting mismatch repair
activity occurs, the combination of an error-prone DNA poly-
merase and limiting mismatch repair is expected to be muta-
genic genome wide, supporting HM models.

POINT MUTATION IS NOT DIRECTED MUTATION

Two kinds of studies show that point mutation is not di-
rected to the lac gene. First, while Lac� revertants accumulate
in the population of starving cells, unselected mutations (re-
versions of a tet frameshift allele) also accumulate both in a tet
gene near lac in the F� plasmid (17) and in a chromosomal tet
gene (5). These form via the same double-strand-break-repair-
protein- and DinB-dependent mechanism as Lac� point mu-
tations in F�, although the frequency of the chromosomal re-
versions is �20-fold lower (perhaps because Tra-promoted
double-strand ends in F� are more frequent than chromosomal
double-strand breaks, as discussed above). Second, Lac� point
mutants carry high frequencies of unselected mutations, as
follows.

GENOME-WIDE HYPERMUTATION IN A CELL
SUBPOPULATION (POINT MUTANTS ONLY)

The Lac� point mutants carry high frequencies of unselect-
ed (secondary) mutations throughout their genomes, �50-fold
higher than their Lac� neighbors starved on the same selective
medium, which are similar to never-starved cells (24, 57, 70).
Thus, only a subpopulation of the starved cells is hypermu-
tated. This, plus the evidence in the previous section, is con-
sidered by most authors to have ruled out DM models and
provided strong support for HM models for point mutation.
The adaptive amplified clones are not similarly hypermutated
and so do not descend from the same subpopulation (30).

The hypermutation that these subpopulation cells experi-
ence is transient (24, 57, 62, 70). What makes the subpopula-
tion different from the main population is not known. Propos-
als include the suggestion that subpopulation cells are those
that acquire DNA double-strand breaks (70) or induce an SOS
response (48), leading to increased dinB expression (14, 49), or
amplify the dinB gene, leading to its overexpression (39, 64).
Any of these mechanisms, if they generated most Lac� point
mutants, would indicate an HM mechanism.

DOES THE HYPERMUTABLE SUBPOPULATION
GENERATE MOST Lac� POINT MUTANTS?

The question of whether the hypermutable subpopulation
generates most Lac� point mutants is critical for distinguishing
HM models from current CG models (e.g., see references 34
and 64), which demand that most Lac� not come from cells
with an elevated mutation rate. It has been suggested that only
10% of the point mutants descend from the hypermutable cell
subpopulation, the other 90% arising from cells not engaging
in transient hypermutation (57). The 90% could then generate
point mutants with no change in mutation rate via a CG model
(63, 65). The idea is that some point mutants appear to contain
more detectable secondary mutations than others (though the

data on this are very few [57, 70]), so perhaps they have come
from the hypermutable subpopulation whereas the others did
not. This is possible, but not proven. However, suggesting that
90% of point mutations occur in cells with “normal” mutation
rates is not compatible with �85% of point mutants requiring
an SOS response (49), DinB (49), and limiting mismatch repair
(27). Thus, a simpler hypothesis is that the vast majority of
Lac� point mutants arose by a single HM mechanism but that
those with more secondary mutations remained in the tran-
sient mutable state longer before becoming Lac� and exiting
that state (Fig. 2) and so acquired more detectable secondary
mutations (5, 6). Either different mutation rates, or different
lengths of time spent being hypermutable, can account for the
data. We suggest that the second possibility is simpler because
it offers a single point mutation mechanism (HM) for most
point mutants (5, 6, 58), which is harmonious with the require-
ments for DinB, SOS, and limiting mismatch repair for most
point mutants (but see Fig. 2 for an alternative two-population
model).

POINT MUTATION AND AMPLIFICATION ARE
RpoS-DEPENDENT STRESS RESPONSES—

A STRESS-RESPONSE (HM) MODEL

Finally, both adaptive point mutation and amplification are
stress responses requiring the stationary-phase and general-
stress-response transcription (�) factor, RpoS (45). (This con-
clusion was also reached in reference 41; however, that paper
did not show that the decreased yield of Lac� colonies for rpoS
mutants is not caused by any of several possible artifactual
explanations discussed in references 4 and 45 and ruled out in
reference 45.) This is incompatible with CG models, in which
mutations occur because some cells are growing (not in sta-
tionary phase) and not undergoing a stress response (e.g., see
references 2 and 34). This strongly supports HM models such
as that shown in Fig. 2, in which both point mutation and
genome rearrangement (amplification) are stress responses
that are induced by starvation and turned off if cells happen to
generate a mutation or amplification that allows them to grow
in the growth-limiting environment. We have drawn amplifi-
cation and point mutation as a branched pathway with RpoS
acting early (Fig. 2) because of the known role of the RpoS
regulon early during entry into stationary phase (35), but
whether they are a branched pathway or two separate pathways
is not yet determined. They are clearly two separate outcomes
(Fig. 1) (30, 49), in contrast with the following model.

AMPLIFICATION MUTAGENESIS—
A CRYPTIC-GROWTH MODEL

Amplification mutagenesis (AM) is a CG model that seeks
to generate adaptive mutants without an increase in mutation
rate (2, 34), as per the neo-Darwinist constraint. In AM, am-
plification of lac is a precursor to mutation, not a separate
outcome. Mutations are proposed to occur in cells that are able
to grow, forming small (micro)colonies, as a result of a preex-
isting duplication of the leaky lac allele (2, 34). During growth,
more copies of lac accumulate (by amplification and growth of
the colony), which increases the likelihood of a point mutation
occurring in one of the copies. Subsequent replication, deam-
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plification, and segregation would yield a cell that has acquired
a Lac� point mutation and lost the amplified DNA. No special
features other than growth and replication are supposed to
contribute to most Lac� adaptive point mutations. To explain
genome-wide hypermutation (6, 24, 57, 70), one version of AM
proposes that amplified DNA per se induces the SOS response
and DinB, which would also enhance Lac� mutation (34). In
another version, genome-wide hypermutation is caused by rare
coamplification of dinB with lac (64). Both versions specify the
important constraint that only hypermutation of unselected
genes, and not most Lac� adaptive point mutation, is caused
by the increase in DinB error-prone polymerase. One way that
this could be achieved would be if only 10% of point mutants

originate in the hypermutable subpopulation whereas 90%
originate from other cells with standard mutation rates.

THE AMPLIFICATION MUTAGENESIS MODEL
DOES NOT FIT THE DATA

Most adaptive mutations require an error-prone DNA poly-
merase. Eighty-five percent of point mutations require the
DinB/Pol IV error-prone polymerase (49), whereas standard
spontaneous growth-dependent Lac� reversions do not (49,
51). This is incompatible with the idea that normal mutation
rates (from normal generation-dependent replication errors)
produce most adaptive mutations. If the AM model were to

FIG. 2. A stress-response (HM) model for adaptive point mutation and amplification (modified from references 30, 45, and 58). Starvation is
proposed to promote RpoS-dependent stress responses that make the normally high-fidelity process of DNA double-strand-break repair (DSBR)
error prone in two different ways. (A) Version I: in a small subpopulation of cells, genome-wide hypermutation is caused by high-level expression
of the error-prone DNA polymerase DinB (Pol IV) (66, 71), which is upregulated both by the SOS response (37, 38) and also by RpoS (41), the
stationary-phase and general stress-response transcription (�) factor (35) required both for adaptive point mutation and amplification (45). Also
in this population, mismatch repair becomes limiting transiently, perhaps via saturation by excess DNA polymerase errors (27) made by DinB (14,
49). The outcome is genome-wide hypermutation wherever DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) or ends (DSEs) are formed and repaired. (Because
more DSEs form in the F� plasmid than in the chromosome, due to single-strand nicks made at the F transfer origin, there is more mutation on
F� [17] than on the chromosome [5], but the chromosome still experiences DSBR-protein- and DinB-dependent stationary-phase point mutations
[5] because it still sometimes has DSEs to repair.) Version II: an alternative version (not drawn) of this idea, compatible with the hypothesis that
two cell populations generate point mutations (57) (discussed in the text), is that both populations have a mutagenic stress response leading to
increased DinB. (This is necessary because most point mutations [85%] are DinB dependent). However, one population is less mutable than the
other only because it has less DinB, because, e.g., it experiences only RpoS, but not SOS, induction of DinB, whereas the other experiences both
and makes more DinB (and then also saturates mismatch repair), making it more mutable. This alternative is more complicated than version I,
but possible. (B) We suggest that amplification is provoked by error–prone DSBR of a different sort: that DNA synthesis primed during DSBR
lacks the controls of replication from an origin and in starving cells is slower and more likely to stall due to limiting nucleotides. We suggest that
upon stalling, template switching occurs (similar to recombination models discussed in reference 7; see also reference 72). This can produce a novel
junction sequence in the DNA that leads to amplification either via promoting rolling circle replication or generating a duplication that amplifies
to many copies by recombination (illustrated in reference 31). Because adaptive amplification is SOS and DinB independent (49), the role played
by RpoS in adaptive amplification cannot be to up-regulate DinB (45). RpoS may play different roles in point mutation and amplification (45).
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depart from this and invoke excess DinB for most point mu-
tations, it would then be another HM model (similar to that
shown in Fig. 2).

Selective growth with lac amplification is not sufficient to
produce point mutants. In the AM model, a key feature is that
growth with lac amplification is sufficient to produce point
mutants; no special conditions or stress responses are allowed
(2, 34, 65). Several tests of this idea have failed to support it.
First, when cells containing lac amplification were replated on
lactose, only 1 of 680 resulting Lac� colonies contained a point
mutation, indicating that amplification does not promote point
mutation (30) to the extent that the model demands. More
than 23,000 cells from the 680 colonies were assayed (30),
precluding sampling error as a likely reason for the failure to
detect point mutants.

lac-amplified clones not “channeled” into point mutation by
DNA polymerase errors. If amplifications were the major in-
termediate converted by DNA polymerase errors into point
mutations, as the AM model specifies (34), then decreasing
polymerase errors (by blocking SOS induction or knocking out
dinB) should not only decrease point mutations but should
increase the amplification component of the curve (Fig. 1)
proportionately. The point mutants lost should remain ampli-
fied and so contribute to the numbers of amplified colonies.
This is not observed: both SOS and dinB defects decrease
numbers of point mutants dramatically (�85%) without in-
creasing lac-amplified clones (49). These data support models
such as that shown in Fig. 2, in which the channeling of DNA
intermediates into either the amplification or point mutation
pathway occurs at a step before generation of amplified DNA
and in which lac amplification allows growth, deflecting cells
from a mutagenic stress response.

Amplification is neither mutagenic nor associated with gen-
eral hypermutation (30). This contradicts two versions of the
AM model (2, 34).

Lac adaptive mutation is a stress response, not a conse-
quence of CG. As discussed above, Lac� point mutation and
amplification require the stationary-phase and general stress
response transcription factor, RpoS (45). This indicates that
both are stress responses and also that they occur in stationary-
phase (not actively growing) cells. The AM model specifies
that Lac� adaptive mutation is not a stress response and is a
consequence of growth (2, 34, 65).

By contrast, all data reported so far are compatible with a
branched-pathway, stress-responsive HM model (Fig. 2) in
which either point mutation or amplification can lead to adap-
tive Lac� colony formation, rapid growth, and cessation of the
genome-altering stress responses. The process looks Darwin-
ian but without the constraint of more conservative neo-Dar-
winists that mutation rates stay constant.
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